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On the Robustness of Gaussian Detection 
A. F. GCULTIEROTTI’ 
\Vhrn trying to detect a Gaussian L,-signal imbedded in Gnussian L2-noise. 
one has to consider the equivalence of the corresponding induced measures. 
Since equivalence is u rather “unstnble” condition nnd swx in practice onl! 
finite dimensional distributions (margin&) are atailtiblr, it is of interest to 
know holr inference is affected by the fzulure to know “exactly” the induced 
distributions. Here we show that. it’ the \vcak covuriancc operators at hnnd 
behave adequately. the fact that they are not trace-class does not prevent sonw 
form of detectlon. 
I. INTRODLTTION 
In this paper ae use a characterization of the norms of Hilhert spaces that 
permits extensions of Gaussian cylinder set nleasures to probahilit!- measures 
[I] to investigate a problem in statistical communication theor!., nameI!-, the 
nonsingularity of detection in the Gaussian case. It is known [2] that detection 
is nlwa\~s either singular or nonsingular. However. since the parameters 
(mean and lrariance) are never rsactly known and since nonsingularit!. ib a 
very unstable condition (for esample, in the Gaussian case, the t\\o co\-arian- 
ces C and PC correspond to a singular problem. as soon as t is ncot I). it is 
important to investigate how detection is affected. when the paramctcrs are 
not esactlv known. 
Here ,,;e consider the case when co\variance operators are actually weak 
covariances. i.e.. bounded, linear, positive. and self-adjuint, but not trace- 
class. \\‘e will sho\v that nonsingularity holds in a certain sense, provided 
\veak covarinnces behave, tvith respect to each other, as if they were “bona 
fide” convariances. and we give the corresponding likelihood ratios. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
H is a real and separable Hilbert space with norm 11 11 and inner product 
(., .). C denotes a linear, bounded, self-adjoint, and nonnegative operator 
and is called a weak covariance (operator). C always determines a Gaussian 
cylinder set measure as follows. A cylinder set is a set -4 in H of the form 
(h in H/((/l, Ir,) ,..., (11, /I%)) in B), where II, ,.... II, are fised in H and B is a 
Bore1 set of R”. q, the cylinder set measure determined b\- C. is a function, . 
additive on all the sets of t!.pe .A. which, when restricted to Ai’s in a finite 
dimensional subspace of H, is a probability measure. Furthermore, the value 
of Q. at .J is given by a Gaussian densit!. 
Q.4) = 1 f(s) Cf.Y* 
. .I 
where f is the normal densit!- on R’l. with mean zero and covariance matris 
((chi ? ‘j))::,=l . 
In [I] the following facts are established. It is always possible to imbed H 
linearly, continuously, and densely into some real and separable Hilbert 
space K (E = imbedding map, 1.1 is tht norm of K, [.9 .] is the inner product 
of K) in such a way that ttlc’ = +. . Em’ extends to a Gaussian probabilit! 
measure ;\I,= on the Bore1 sets of K, with covariance C. A necessary and 
sufficient condition is that [E/r] = 11 T/I 11 , where T is a bounded linear 
estension of SC-“;” to H, S Hilbert-Schmidt and self-adjoint. \\‘e will 
need (from [I] also) that c’r 2 = EC’ “II’, If-: K -+ H unitary, xrd that 
E’E = T’T. 
Now suppose that we are confronted with a Gaussian detection problem 
and that, unknown to us, we deal with a weak covariance operator instead of a 
“bona tide” covariance. The question is : Do the ordinar!- procedures. at 
least theoretically, still carry through ? \\‘e want to show that in a certain 
sense the answer can be \.es. 
Let C, and C, be the t\\ro weak injecti\,e covariances in question. \Ve sup- 
pose that the procedure described above can be carried out simultaneousl! 
for C, and C, on the same K. This is the main restriction, for, if T, , S, ~ 
i = I. 2. are the operators involved, we must have T,‘T, = T,‘T, (Y? in what 
follows), or equivalently. c’;” s’.S, = CT” “.S’,I’, I7 unitary; that is. we 
must be able to solve an operator equation, where .Si , i = I, 3, are under our 
control. Assuming thus that we can handle this problem, we can then decide 
that our actual problem is nonsingular provided the problem on K is non- 
singular. But this is useful only if the latter can be decided b!. looking at 
C, and C, only, and if we can then produce a likelihood ratio in terms of 
C, and C, also. 
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PROPOSITION I II i’thin thr framework described in Section 2, the foliowiry 
two conditions are equi~~alent. 
(a) Cl = C.j ‘(I + II) Ci ‘, uhere f is the identitjv opwator on K, B is 
Hilber-Schvtidt (trace-class) 011 K, and - I does not belong to the eigemalues 
sf B. 
(b) C, = @“(I + B) Cj ‘, where I is the identity operator on H, B is 
Hilber-Schmidt (trace-class) on H, and - 1 does not belong to the eigem~alues 
qf B. 
Prooj. “(b) implies (a)” is quite similar to “(a) implies (b)” and thus we 
consider only the latter. 
Knowing that Cl,” = EC~,21~Vz, II’,: K- H is unitat?., and that cl = 
EC,E’, one sees that the equality of (a) can be written 
EC,E’ = EC; ‘(Z + W2~ll:,‘) C;“E’. 
But E is one-to-one and E’ has dense range, so that the latter equality can be 
simplified to 
c, = Ci,‘(Z + WJH4’,‘) c; p. 
Now, if (e,,) is a complete orthonormal set in H, ( Wz’en) is a complete ortho- 
normal set in K, and the equalities 
give the result. 1 
COROLLARY. Detection is nonsingular (in the adopted sense), provided (b) 
holds. 
Proof (a) is a well-known necessary and sufficient condition (see [2]. 
for esample). 1 
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4. LIKELIHOOD RATIOS 
\\‘hen the detection problem is nonsingular, the optimum operation on the 
data requires that the Radon-Nikodym derivative be evaluated. \\‘e indicate 
below how the standard results apply in the present contest. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) c2 and T’!‘C, Fr;2 have the same tigencalues; 
(b) let I? be the unitary operator in the polar decomposition E = I!(E’E)l ‘“. 
Then 
(i) CJn = a,f, implies T1F2C,T1,‘L’% = a,,L:‘f,; 
(ii) ~1!2C,,iVe, = b,e, implies c’,Z.‘e, = b,c’e,,; 
(c) TsWzT1!2 is trace-class. 
Proof. a,f,, = c2fn = EC,Eyn = L7TlX’zTl.‘~l!lf,,; 
l!PW,P”l~‘i~r, = C2[:r,. i 
b,L’e, = 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that, zeithin the <giz>err f amework, C, = 
Cii*(Z + B) CT:**. Then 
(a) if B is Hilbert-Schmidt and -1 is not an e&ne~alues of B, one has 
(dAZ,l/dAIZ,i) (k) = lim, Z.,,(k) a.e. k, where 
(i) L,(k) = - f xi=, ((s;z - I) I’,‘(k) + In sU), 
(ii) sD is the Pth ezgennoalue of Z + B, 
(iii) I’,(k) = x:, a:“‘,\-&k), cohere aA” is obtained from the eigen- 
vectors e, of T1/2CzT11z and the eigerwectors g,, of Z + B by zeriting 
g, = x, aiy’e9 and -71,(k) = b,;‘;‘[k, W~‘e,], ulith T1,‘Vz T1c2e, = bga; 
(b) if B is trace-class and - 1 is not among its eigenzqalues, one has 
$$ ck) = - i F (sil - I) Iv,“(k) - + i In s, , a.e. k. 
1 ?I=1 ?I=1 
Proof. The result is a consequence of [2] completed by the following 
remarks. 
(i) The eigenvalues of c2 , and its eigenvectors, are obtained with the 
help of Lemma 1, 
(ii) the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of f + FI\‘BIi:L are obtained from 
those of I + B, since the equality (I + B)g, = sngn gives 
0 = [ H;‘(Z + B) WJ W~‘g,) - s,( W’z’gJ, W?‘h]. 
Further, one uses ci, = f?i ‘(I + IV2’Bri7J c.j ‘. 1 
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\\‘e now consider conditions under which the likelihood ratio is a quadraric 
form. There are two necessar!- and sufficient conditions [2]. The first relatvs 
to the ranges of the covariancr operators under consideration, the other is 
concerned with the esistence of a bounded estension of a certain operator. 
The latter can be dealt with without additional hypotheses: we thus state 
Propositions 4 and 5 \\ith the condition rangc(C’,) = range(CJ. \\‘e then 
investigate n-hat additional assumptions on C’, and c‘, are nccessarv to insure 
that range(C,) = range(C’,). This is the content of Propositions 6 and 7. 
PROPOSITION 3. lli’thin the g~+en framework, (C;’ - C.yIj I$’ 110s a 
bounded. Hilbert-Schmidt e.vtension to he if and onlv if @I “(C;’ - c’y’) Ci 2 
has n bounlfed, Hilbert-Schmidt r.\tensiorr to H. _ . 
Now let (e,,) be a complete orthonormal set for K contained in range(Ci ‘). 
Then II,e,, = &~i’~f,, , for somef,, , and range(L) CL range(C$‘) gives that 
( IIvz~,,) is a complete orthonormal set in ranqe(C’i ‘). ConsequentI!- the result 
follows from the equalit!~ 
PROPOSITION 3. Supposr thnt, .Gthin the gi.ven framework, .lI,, = .lI,-,, 
Then L = In(tf.lIC,~rf.ll,-l) is II quudratic form if and onI! if 
(i) range(C’,) = ran&C’,). 
(ii) T-(1 “(CC’;’ - (7,‘) C’.j ’ has a Hilbert-Schmidt extension to H. 
ProoJ Immediate consequence of [?I and Proposition 3. 1 
LERI~IX 2. Let t’: H - h- be unitarJ#, -4: K + li and -4: H + H be 
linear. Supposr that I’(domain(.-I)) = d omain(.T) and that .I = C.-JC”. Then 
(a) .T admits a closure if and onI)* if -4 admits a closure. 
(b) .J is closed if and on!\* if .4 is closed, 
(c) -4 is swnmetrii. if und ONIJ if .4 is synmetric. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the appropriate definitions are satisfied. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. -4ssume that, within the given framework, :\I,, E MC2 , 
and that L = In(ddI,,;d,lIC2) is a quadratic form, then 
L(k) = +[.q,.k, k] - 3 In 1 s 1 , 
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(i) .T, = U-4,(” 
(ii) -4, is the closure of @“(C;’ - C,‘) Tm1,‘2, 
(iii) S = I + lV2’SIVL ., , with S the Hilbert-Schmidt operator sntisfvirq 
the relation C, = C:,“(Z + S) C:“. 
Proqf. The result is a consequence of [2] and Lemma 2. Indeed let 
.i: = C;’ - (y and -4 = Tml”(C;’ - Cl’) f-l.‘?. Then domain(.4) = 
range( T1V2F1fi) and domain = range(9). To apply the lemma we 
must show that domain = V(d omain(,.4)). So let ~8 E range(C2). Then, 
for some v, J = t!.‘F’ K’.zfl “I.‘.~, so that 1 -‘(range(c,)) #Z range( T1 ‘C,F’,“). 
C’onversely. if J = ~1,3C2~1,2.~3 then for z = (‘.v. [:Y = c’,:; that is, 
range( f1 Y’,T1’“) 1: I”(range(cJ). Thus, hy Lemma 2, since .q admits a 
closure -4, , _ 4 admits a closure A4c and 1’.4,C” is closed. But (‘.4,C” estend- 
ing (‘-4 (” must estend -1, . \Ve are going to show that actually -?, = C’.4,C’. 
First, we must check that hoth operators have the same domain. Let 
s = Cy.4cI:19, s F domain(I.‘-4,V). C‘hoose -11” c domain(.4), with -u,! 4 I:‘\* 
and -4~9.,, ---t some .I’~ . Then I! r_\mn - 1’ and I’.4 I “( ( L\f,<) + I :Y,, . Thus 
J E domain (.q,,) and .T,J~ = lrv(, But .-l,r”~l = ~9,)  so that (‘.4,.1’:1~ = (:I!~ , 
or .T,.J~ = C’.4,1!:19. 1 
LEhlhl.\ !. Iilithin the frarrrework adopted, 
(a) if range(C,) 1: range(C2), tlreu range(CI) C range(C’.,) if a& on!r if 
C;‘C,( range( E’)) c range(E’); 
(b) if range( cl) r range(CJ, tl ren range(C,) 12 range(C,) ;f and on/j, (f 
(c;‘Cl)’ (range(E)) ‘,- range(E). 
Proof. The assumption given in (a) is equivalent to C, = C,G, G bounded 
linear on H. The one in (b) is equivalent to cl = C,F, F bounded linear on Ii. 
\\‘e thus have, if G(range(E’)) C range(E’), cl = EC,GE’ and GE’ = E’c, 
G bounded linear on K. Consequently, range(c,) I= range(c.,). ConverseI!,, - - 
the latter inclusion gives c, = C,G, c bounded linear, so that C,GE’ = 
C’,E’c, or G(range(E’)) C range(E’). 
The rest of the proof is quite similar. 1 
PROPOSITION 6. .4ssume, within our framework, thut range(C,) = 
range(C,). Then range(C,) = range(cJ if and on!\? if C$C,(range(E’)) C 
range( E’) and C;‘C,(range( E’)) c range( E’). 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3 twice. 1 
LEnrnl.4 4. .4ssunze that, within our framework, S and C commute (see 
Sect. 2, Paragraph 2). Then T is se!f-adjoint,commutes with C. aud (T’T)’ 2 = T. 
Proof. TC’ ? mm .S. But .V and Cl’” commute. so that TC’ = SC” c 
P2TP ?. which gi\-es that T and 0’” commute. Since .S is selfadjnint. 
TP ” = C”“T’. so-that finall\- T = T’. 1 
PROPOSITION 7. .~srutt~e /hat, within our framework. C, and S, comnwta 
for i = I, 2. Then range(C,) = range(C?j if arrc/ on!\* if range(C,) = range(C,). 
Proof. If range(C,) = range(c’,j, cl = C,G, c hounded linear. with 
bounded inverse. Thus C,Tl” = C’,Tl:‘G, or, b! Lemma 4, C, = C,r”cr-. 
Now I”c(’ has bounded inverse, so that range(C,) = range(C’,). The 
converse is similar. 1 
Remark. \\‘hen .Si can be manufactured so that S’, and C, commute 
(i = I, 2), the relationship between both operators can be more erplicitel> 
described as follow. 
Ci and Si commute if and only if Ci = x:n a’,“h’,” ~Z,,I ht), where the u::“s 
are nonnegative and bounded, and the /I 1:“s form a family of eigenvectors 
of S, . 
\5’hen c, has only eigenvalues 0::’ 
and only if C, = x:n bj:‘fj:’ “Fs.t’::‘, 
of multiplicity I, Ci and S, commute if 
where the b:,!“s are nonnegative and 
bounded, and .iIf’ = (nii’j-*” Cl ‘E’ej:‘. with P!:’ the eigenvector of r?, 
associated with 0::‘. 
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